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FruitMachineOnline.co.uk has launched its brand new, free information 
service to help consumers interested in playing online fruit machine 
games enjoy the freshest pick of the bunch now on offer at good 
quality online casinos. 

Slot machine games have already proven popular with online casino 
players, and interest is beginning to grow amongst that community in 
the pub-style AWP fruit machine games that offer an intriguing 
variation of the traditional three-reel slots base game. 
FruitMachineOnline.co.uk provides guides to help newcomers to 
'Fruities' get to grips with these gaming machines novel features, and 
entertaining reviews to help all levels of player choose a fruit machine 
with 'reel' appeal. FruitMachineOnline.co.uk prides itself on publishing 
only honest appraisals of the machines under review, eschewing the 
simple repetition of manufacturer press releases like many rival review 
sites do, to give its visitors a true picture of each game's features, 
strengths and weaknesses to let them compare the market and 
play online fruit machines that suit both their tastes and betting 
budget. 

David Newstead, Founder of FruitMachineOnline.co.uk sees the site as 
a valuable new resource for online gamblers. "To date, most casino 
game guides have catered for the plethora of US-style slots that make 



up much of the inventory of online casino sites. There was little in the 
way of proper, in-depth reviews for the pub-style online Fruit Machines 
that are beginning to attract players' attentions at the more innovative 
casino operators. We hope that our site will plug that gap, and get 
Fruit Machine fans in touch with the best games hitting this burgeoning 
market." 

FruitMachineOnline.co.uk only features online fruit machines released 
by the most respected casino software companies, with proven track 
records of delivering online casino gaming that has won acclaim with 
players for its authenticity and the respect of industry professionals for 
its integrity. Visitors to FruitMachineOnline.co.uk will also find that 
many of its reviewed games are offered with 'for fun' modes, making it 
a treasure trove of links to good quality free fruit machines to try out. 

FruitMachineOnline.co.uk also provides its visitors with convenient 
links to reputable online casinos that can offer real-money versions of 
the fruit machine games it has reviewed. All these casinos are tightly 
regulated under the scrutiny of globally recognized gaming authorities, 
offering secure, legal environments in which to enjoy a wide range of 
games, plus all offer new players exceptional incentives of free bonus 
money to reward their custom and add extra value for money. 

About FruitMachineOnline: 
The team at FruitMachineOnline.co.uk has many years combined 
experience working in the online entertainment sector giving the 
company a strong understanding of the online casino market and the 
state-of-the-art in the gaming software that powers the very best 
casino sites. 
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